4 1/2 (ig)noble truths

Pi Provocateurs presents 4 1/2 (ig)noble truths from April 25-27!

Let’s pretend for a second that we’re OK. What does that feel like? A lot of things are not OK with Thomas but he's got a ten-pound sledge hammer
and is pretty sure that could solve at least one of his problems. This is a show that he wrote. Because we are walking around polishing silverware or
running schools or arresting jaywalkers, and dying all the time and no one is saying anything. We aren’t talking because we don’t have words. Or we
have those words but to say them could be worse.
If he howls will you howl back? If we howl together will we be healed?
Thomas McKechnie’s 4 1⁄2 (ig)noble truths is a deeply personal attempt to articulate his experience living with clinical depression. Framed as a
matter-of-fact lecture, when this method falls short Thomas makes use of objects, poetry, sound, and violent action to offer 4 1/2 totally useful pieces
of advice for battling depression.
As part of Pi's Close Encounters Series, the bar will be open after each show and Thomas will be joined by a special guest moderator for a
conversation. We hope you can join us.
Written and performed by Thomas McKechnie
Directed by Michael Reinhart
Scenography by Claire Hill
Run time: 60 minutes + talkbacks every evening!
Running April 25, 26 and 27 at 8pm.
KW Production Studio (#10 - 111 W Hastings) Entrance through the Woodward's Atrium!

"McKechnie and Director Michael Reinhart have found a unique way to present the story The effect is startling... [we] feel the mounting pressures and
high stakes involved."
Outstanding Direction + Outstanding Performance (Summerworks 2016)
NNNN - NOW Magazine
"Dark, vulnerable and beautiful...we need more art like this"

- The Theatre Reader
"Director Michael Reinhart accomplishes the rare feat of infusing grand metaphorical visuals and engaging action into a solo production. 4 1/2
(ig)noble truths is moving, intelligent, funny, helpful and goddamn brave; you need to see it."
- My Entertainment World

